ACTIVITY: MAKE GLASSES

Look at the print *Fashion* by Caroline Durieux. What colors do you think the lady’s glasses are? Color and add designs to your glasses to reflect your personality.

Caroline Durieux was an artist who sometimes liked to poke fun at people.

What is funny about the portrait *Fashion*?

Carefully cut out the parts of the glasses. Ask a parent or adult for help cutting out the lens area. Fold tab A and B. Using a glue stick, glue one arm to tab A and one to tab B.

1. Look at the print *Fashion* by Caroline Durieux. What colors do you think the lady’s glasses are? Color and add designs to your glasses to reflect your personality.

2. Carefully cut out the parts of the glasses. Ask a parent or adult for help cutting out the lens area. Fold tab A and B. Using a glue stick, glue one arm to tab A and one to tab B.

3. Try on your glasses.

Now that’s fashion.